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On Target Jun 17 2021 It may sound contradictory to be a leader in the military and a follower of Jesus Christ, but if you
commit yourself to following God first, He will work through you as a leader to accomplish His will in amazing ways. It is no
accident that you are where you are as a leader in the military -- God knows what he wants to accomplish through you. The
Holy Bible has much to say to you as a leader in today's military. There are many books on military leadership and many
books on Christian leadership, but this book explores that amazing challenge if you want to serve God and excel as a leader
in the Armed Forces. While this book looks at military leadership in particular, any novice or experienced leader in any field
can apply the Biblical leadership principles explored here in this book. God's Word speaks volumes to leaders who want to
fully live the life God has called them to even in such a challenging environment as the battlefield. Read on! What you find
might surprise you!
The Leadership Bible Feb 11 2021 Now available in softcover, The Leadership Bible is like a management book written from
God's perspective, helping leaders discover and build a relevant yet biblically sound model for contemporary leadership.
Deacons as Leaders Jul 07 2020 Deacons as Leaders, by Robert Sheffield, portrays various leadership roles of the deacon: in
the biblical leadership model for church and community ministry, as a change agent, as a leader in times of transition, and as
a leader with the pastor and staff.
What the Bible Says to the Business Leader Oct 29 2019 How To See Your Business As Your Ministry What does God expect
of you in business? And how do you honor Him daily in all you do? What the Bible Says to the Business Leader offers
practical, scriptural values for conducting business in a 21st-century world. Topics include: - Succeeding personally and
professionally - Ensuring excellent financial management - Cultivating excellent employees - Overcoming problems and
difficult situations - Your responsibility to your local community - You and your family - And more than 100 other topics. . .
"Imagine listening in on the best coach you've ever heard. The coach is explaining how business-and more of life-should be
managed to honor God in all ways. That's how this book served me. It is a go-to reference book for any who desire to do life
according to The Book." Robert C. Andringa, PhD. President Emeritus Council for Christian Colleges & Universities "This book
shows people that being in business is one thing, but if you want to be in business and have it be something meaningful in
your life-it's not what you've accomplished but what you've allowed God to do through you." Gary Yerbey, President Yerbey
Concrete Construction Chattanooga, TN
ESV Study Bible Apr 03 2020 The ESV Study Bible was created to help people understand the Bible in a deeper way.
Combining the best and most recent evangelical Christian scholarship with the highly regarded ESV text, it is the most
comprehensive study Bible ever published. The ESV Study Bible features more than 2,750 pages of extensive, accessible Bible
resources, including completely new notes, full-color maps, illustrations, charts, timelines, and articles created by an
outstanding team of 93 evangelical Christian scholars and teachers. In addition to the 757,000 words of the ESV Bible itself,
the notes and resources of the ESV Study Bible comprise an additional 1.1 million words of insightful explanation and
teaching-equivalent to a 20-volume Bible resource library all contained in one volume. (Please note this edition does not
come with free access to the Online ESV Study Bible resources.)
The Mind of a Leader Jan 13 2021 This edited collection examines the mind of leaders throughout the Bible to understand
how thoughts and behaviors can support or sabotage leadership efforts. It is divided into three parts: the first part addresses
thinking, influence, and communicating through the theoretical lenses of humility, metacognition, and personal well-being.
Part Two addresses managing, motivating, and change through the theoretical lenses of leader-follower relationships and
Lewin s change model. Finally, Part Three addresses ethics, service, and character through the theoretical lenses of
participative leadership, inclusivity, resilience, and mentoring. Each chapter uses a biblical example to demonstrate the role
of the mind in the effectiveness of different leaders. This volume will serve as a valuable resource to researchers interested in
leadership studies, particularly those examining the biblical perspective.
Christian Leadership Sep 08 2020 This nine-session LifeGuide Bible Study by John Stott is based on his book Basic Christian
Leadership and covers the first four chapters of 1 Corinthians, in which Paul responds to a complex church situation and to
questions the Corinthians have addressed to him. He does so with clarity, wisdom, humility, love and gentleness̶qualities

that we can learn from as leaders today.
On Being a Leader for God Apr 27 2022 Books on leadership in various aspects of life and work abound. But are the
principles upon which these books are grounded biblical? Do they describe the best way for Christians to lead, knowing that
they function as ambassadors for Christ as they facilitate meetings, lead people, and manage projects? On Being a Leader for
God covers numerous topics that are relevant to Christian leadership in this and every era, including obedience, faithfulness,
character, maturity, ability, God's authority, seizing opportunities, biblical images of successful leadership, listening, the
difference between a boss and a leader, change management, organizational leadership, and vision. Pastors, deacons, church
leaders, and laypeople will find this book both engaging and transformative.
Legendary Leaders of the Bible Oct 02 2022 The leaders of the Bible have many lessons to teach us̶and this book reveals
over a dozen lessons from the lives of Noah, Abraham, Deborah, David, and more! Perfect for all ages and backgrounds,
Legendary Leaders of the Bible promises uplifting inspiration to modern-day seekers of God s purpose and plan for their
own lives through powerful devotional insights, scripture, and historical context. It s a must-have for teaching and personal
study.
Biblical Servant Leadership Nov 30 2019 This book explores the concepts from Scripture for Servant leadership and
compare these findings with contemporary models of servant leadership. It is an examination of Christian leadership for the
contemporary world in its global and increasing secular context. Leadership studies typically view leadership externally from
the results. This is a good beginning but leadership needs to also view the inside of leadership in the person of the leader.
Scripture is uniquely qualified in this area since its first concern is the person who leads not just in leadership behaviors. The
author uses examples from both the Old and New Testament to establish a new shepherd model of leadership that moves
beyond the servant mode to the mode of caring direction. This model will provide scholars and researchers as well as leaders
themselves with a way of leading that overcomes negative forms of leadership which lead to failure.
Religion and Contemporary Management Jan 01 2020 Although few might think of Moses as a leader in the
contemporary business and political sense, Moses is not only among the most significant leaders in Western civilization but
is also arguably the quintessential example of a powerful leader from whom much can be learned by anyone entering and
occupying leadership positions. Various types of leadership approaches are considered that have been advocated by scholars
over the past century. Moses example as described in the Bible is analyzed to assert why Moses approach makes for an
appropriate and compelling form of leadership today. While present leadership and management vocabulary might differ
from the Hebrew Bible, many of the notions advocated by modern leadership theorists appear to parallel major behaviors,
traits, functions, experiences and actions ascribed to Moses, especially in the first five books of the Hebrew Bible. Anyone can
view Moses through the lens of a particular religion, whether shared or not, and still learn considerably from the experience.
One will find Moses depicted as heroic, charismatic, and certainly empathic. Yet, Moses also shows transactional,
transformational and visionary leadership qualities. Hence, Religion and Contemporary Management discerns why
Moses represents such an important model of effective leadership for contemporary times.
21 Leadership Issues in the Bible Dec 12 2020 What s challenging your leadership? The Bible has an answer! If you're
trying to influence even one person, you are a leader. And that means you re facing challenges. The more you lead, the
greater the number of challenges you face. How do you solve them? Dr. John C. Maxwell has been exploring these issues and
helping leaders with them for decades. Where did Maxwell, recently named the #1 leadership and management expert in the
world by Inc. magazine, gain such insight into leadership? From the Bible! John asserts that the Bible is the greatest
leadership book that has ever been written. In this study, John addresses twenty-one of the most common issues leaders face.
Starting with internal issues such as identity, purpose, pride, and self-leadership, and moving on to others such as criticism,
change, diversity, teamwork and recruiting, John shows how leaders in the Bible addressed these issues with boldness and
clarity, or, conversely, how they failed to lead. Either way, the lessons are clear. You can improve your leadership for not only
your own sake, but also for that of your team and those you serve. In this twenty-one lesson study, John guides you through
Scriptures that reveal the challenges leaders face and the solutions available to them. Each lesson includes: THE ISSUE
DEFINED: a brief description and introduction to the Issue CASE STUDIES: THREE BIBLICAL STUDIES: including leaders such
as Joseph, Moses, Ruth, David, Nehemiah, Peter, Titus, and Jesus̶that reveal and illustrate the Issue STUDY QUESTIONS:
reflection and application questions to help you dig into the stories of the men and women in Scripture and learn from them
LEADERSHIP INSIGHT AND REFLECTION: questions to help you assess and improve your own leadership skills TAKING
ACTION: practical takeaways and direction to help you incorporate each lesson into your daily life GROUP DISCUSSION
QUESTIONS: questions to help you learn and process the Bible study material with other like-minded people who want to
grow in leadership Start with the issues where you most need help, complete the entire study as a course in problem solving,
or meet with your team, using it as their next training in leadership development. 21 Leadership Issues in the Bible can help
you become a better leader in any area of your life as you seek to influence others for Christ.
Letters to a Young Pastor Jul 19 2021 Have you ever felt in over your head? When Eric Peterson became the pastor of a
brand-new church, he quickly and wisely turned to his dad for guidance. Eugene Peterson, author of more than thirty books
including his bestselling memoir The Pastor and his groundbreaking Bible The Message, here reflects on pastoral ministry in
all its complexity--from relationships to administration to the sheer audacity of leading God's people in a particular place.
This is Eugene Peterson at his best--lifelong wisdom written with deep love. As the reader, you will glimpse into the tender,
witty, personal side of Eugene mentoring his own son. These intimate letters will be treasured by all who read, and applicable
to church leaders around the globe. Purchase individually or together with Letters to a Young Congregation as a memorable
gift for a church leader or seminary graduate.

The Top 10 Leadership Conversations in the Bible Oct 22 2021 The Bible is rich with leadership gold. But we haven't mined
it for all it's worth. Leaders know a lot about the Bible and a lot about leadership-separately. We haven't yet explored the
depths of the Bible as a primary source for leadership insight. This book aims to change that. As evidence of why today's
churches and organizations desperately need Bible-centered leadership, The Top 10 Leadership Conversations in the Bible
reveal actionable wisdom to: -Lead change with spiritual authority. -Avoid disqualifying failures and accidental Phariseeism.
-Fight the only worship war that matters. -Take bold risks backed by prayer and planning. -Make good judgment calls to
create a leadership legacy. In discovering these insights and more from his research of over 1,000 biblical interactions, Steve
Moore refined a study process to help you design your unique Bible-centered leadership development plan.
Leading from the Lions' Den Nov 10 2020 Gathers and expounds on 66 business principles--one from each book of the
Bible--that have inspired best-practice leadership for thousands of years, regardless of culture, time or place. Original.
The God Who Is There Leader's Guide May 17 2021 Eminent evangelical theologian provides a basic introduction to the
faith that traces the story of redemption through the Bible.
Template for Leadership Mar 03 2020 This book draws from the examples of God, that of Jesus Christ and of others like
Joseph, Moses, Joshua, and Paul, who had been called into leadership, as recorded in the Bible, in order to show good
leadership approaches, styles, best leadership practices, and the underlying guiding principles that today's leaders need to
embrace in order to become more effective in their leadership roles. The author proves through the citation of relevant
biblical passages that good leadership was initiated by God, modeled by Jesus Christ, and replicated over the ages by God's
anointed leaders. In this book, the author uses the above-cited case studies to show that anyone seeking to learn about good
leadership practices should look no further than the word of God because it is the manual for acceptable conduct. This book
will therefore serve as a useful resource for church-related leaders and leaders in all fields of human endeavor, as well as
students.
Great Leader Great Teacher Sep 20 2021 So many contemporary leadership philosophies, even within the church, are based
on worldly examples of success. These methods force church leaders to become businesslike CEOs, dramatic visionaries, or
savvy stategists abandoning their true calling as teachers. This book calls readers to be what the Bible empowers them to be,
teachers who follow Christ's example of leading by serving, suffering, and sacrificing for the sake of others.
Calling Christian Leaders Mar 15 2021 Calling Christian Leaders : Biblical Models of Church, Gospel and Ministry
Biblical Leadership Dec 24 2021 Sorry to say, many times leadership has been totally contrary to what the Bible teaches.
Many leaders are focused on what they can get from their positions of authority, rather than on what they can give to the
works in which they are involved. While some view it as a tool for popularity and power, leadership is a privilege. Leadership
also requires responsibility. We need biblical leaders who are people of integrity and humility. Leaders who are willing to be
different. This book is for men and women who make, or desire to make, an impact on others in the Body of Christ. Your
biography, like those of the servant-leaders who have affected my life, is not likely to end up in a large Christian publication,
much less in the Wall Street Journal, but you do find yourself in some position of leadership. Did you get your position of
leadership because you have formal training in the field? That is possible. Perhaps you became a leader in your church, your
school, or your ministry because you have acquired a storehouse of experience. Chances are that experience came on the
field of battle. You learned as you went. Perhaps you are where you are because no one else would volunteer for the position.
Maybe you lead because you signed on and automatically became the leader, ready or not! It is obvious that you cannot be a
parent, a teacher, a preacher, a Sunday school officer, a Christian school administrator, a deacon, or a youth sponsor without
functioning as a leader. It comes with the package. It is part of the deal. We may be the reluctant leaders, but, whether we
love it, like it, or sigh heavily, we are the leaders God has chosen to use, and God gets His work done through us! God is
getting His work done with willing servants, average people who are good followers of Christ. Amazing, isn't it?
Niv, Maxwell Leadership Bible, 3rd Edition, Hardcover, Comfort Print Oct 10 2020 Bestselling author John C. Maxwell's
signature leadership principles are all straight from the Bible. This 3rd Edition of the Maxwell Leadership Bible brings those
lessons together with the Scriptures, including brand new inspiring content, and a new full-color redesign featuring NIV
Comfort Print.
Leadership by the Book Mar 27 2022 "Dr. Brent Garrison has reached a pinnacle, pointing leaders to the ultimate source of
inspiration where one learns to lead the pack̶from the back." Jerry Jenkins Multiple New York Times Bestselling Author
Christian men and women across the country experience leadership in many different ways. Some lead a congregation, youth
group or ministry, some in their homes, businesses, or non-professional organizations. The lives of many followers of Christ
are marked by a combination of these roles. In Leadership by the Book, Brent Garrison offers examples from each book of the
Old and New Testaments of how God s servants have led His people, and the lessons that today s leaders can learn from
them. From Moses to John, Genesis to Revelations, Garrison offers a new perspective on ancient wisdom. Insightful
applications and spiritual adaptations for modern problems on every page, Leadership by the Book will help Christian leaders
in their personal, spiritual and professional lives to find timeless answers to difficult questions.
The Bible on Leadership Sep 01 2022 Millions have been inspired by the Bible's spiritual lessons. Now, Lorin Woolfe
provides a unique way to view the Bible . . . for leadership lessons that can be applied to our modern business world.
Consider David's courage and innovation in slaying Goliath with just a stone and a sling; Moses' outstanding ""succession
planning"" in picking Joshua; Joseph and the political skills that brought him to the seat of power; and of course, Jesus'
compassion, communication skills, and vision that launched Christianity (a long-term success by any measure). These are
leaders among leaders. Their achievements -- and their inspired methods of achievement -- offer a wholly different
perspective on business leadership. For the dozens of Biblical stories presented, the book provides: * A concise retelling of

each story * One (or more) leadership lessons suggested by each story * Examples of contemporary business leaders who
exhibit some of the inspired traits of these ancient leaders, including: Fred Smith of FedEx, Howard Shultz of Starbucks, Tom
Chappell of Tom's of Maine (a "toothpaste with a mission"), Roy Vagelos of Merck, and many more. The chapters cover these
universal topics: Courage * Purpose * Communication * Honesty and Integrity * Power and Influence * Performance
Management * Team Building * Humility * Compassion * Justice * Encouragement and Consequences * Wisdom * Creating
the Future Each topic concludes with a list of key points to keep in mind as readers continue on their own leadership
journeys.
The Bible Told Us Jul 27 2019 Humility is the fear of the Lord; its wages are riches and honor and life. Proverbs 22:4 (NIV)
Who will teach our young and impressionable about the love, compassion, and justice of God? How can we reach our next
generation of leaders whom we pray will have a sense of the character of God? Prideful Leaders Are Humbled by God,
Humble Leaders Are Honored by God presents scripture in the form of poetry while carefully protecting the message of
God's Word. Readers will learn of the importance of humility and the danger of pride in leadership. The nature and character
of God demonstrates both compassion and justice. Prideful leaders lose a sense of compassion and justice; however, humble
leaders exercise compassion and justice. Prideful Leaders Are Humbled by God, Humble Leaders Are Honored by God
presents the lessons of pride and the succeeding strength of humility.
How to Lead by The Book Sep 28 2019 Biblical solutions to dozens of the toughest challenges leaders face today. Concise,
to-the-point, and highly useable, How to Lead by THE BOOK presents a series of personal and business challenges
recognizable to leaders, then deals with each through insight, personal experience, and a discussion of why conventional
approaches often fail. Each section then concludes with winning proverbs, parables, or principles that offers applicable
strategies to solve the issue. In this practical and inspiring guide, you'll discover proven methods and advice to shape young
leaders, stretch veteran leaders, become a better communicator, maintain your work-life balance, deal with dishonesty among
competitors, and much more. Shows why typical approaches to leadership problems often fail, while biblical wisdom
succeeds Covers both day-to-day dilemmas and larger questions of management, accountability, and vision From the
bestselling author of How to Run Your Business by THE BOOK, Up Your Business, and If You Don't Make Waves You'll Drown
What is the number one downfall for leaders? When is the best time to make a decision? How do you hold others
accountable? How do you survive success with your principles intact? What does the Bible say about time management? Get
the answers to these and many more practical business questions when you discover the winning wisdom of How to Lead by
THE BOOK.
Christ-Based Leadership Jul 31 2022 Presents a portrait of Christian leadership within a biblical framework while
comparing and contrasting it to today's hottest leadership models.
Moses and the Journey to Leadership Apr 15 2021 Leaders are not simply born; they are molded through life's victories and
failures, triumphs and defeats. No one exemplifies this process better than Moses, the most important and celebrated
character in the Hebrew Bible. Faced with great internal and external challenges, he was sculpted into a great leader not only
by circumstance, but also by his own determination and devotion to his people.
She Is Strong and Graceful Aug 20 2021 There were many godly women leaders in the Old and New Testament of the Bible.
These leaders include Deborah the prophet and judge, Abigail the wise one, Mary the mother of Jesus, Phoebe the deacon,
Esther the Queen, Tabitha full of good works, and Eve the mother of all living. The women leaders of the Bible contributed
much to their time and ours. There are many women of today who are contributing much as ministers, deacons, and
teachers. God is using godly women like our biblical examples and those referenced from our modern world.
Be the Leader You Were Meant to Be Feb 23 2022 A close-up of what the Bible has to say about leadership. Using the words
of Jesus and stories of famous Bible leaders, the author reveals the responsibility of leadership.
The Making of a Leader Aug 27 2019 Identify the Patterns God Uses to Develop Leaders
The Genesis of Leadership Jun 05 2020 The rich lessons of the Bible can be your leadership guidebook. Successful leaders
don't rely solely on natural charisma and organizational authority as their tickets to success. Successful leadership is a
learned art form and a developed discipline. You can master the art of leadership by examining the pitfalls and achievements
of past leaders and penetrating the stories of our cultural and religious heritage. The Bible is the ultimate resource for
learning by example: its stories of family relationships, political beginnings and even divine encounters provide valuable
lessons about leading effectively. In this empowering guidebook, Nathan Laufer walks you through the stories at the very
beginning of the Bible to examine the portraits of leadership success--and failure--they contain. He reveals the life-affirming
values that the Bible uses to measure its leaders beginning in the Garden of Eden; analyzes the ups and downs in Abraham's,
and later Joseph's, leadership journeys; and scrutinizes the many challenges faced by Moses--and God--in the books of
Exodus and Numbers. Laufer draws out from Bible stories the lessons we can use every day--lessons not only of exemplary
leadership, but also of failing to lead, leading with no direction and leading in the wrong direction or to a destructive
destination. Through Laufer's interpretive lenses, these ancient stories come alive to inform and inspire our leadership today
and offer us direction for the future. "Nathan Laufer helps us see the stories of the [Bible] in new ways, he turns them into
universal paradigms that relate to situations we all face every day, and he distills his insights into practical and powerful
guidelines. There is no algorithm for leadership, no cookbook recipe, but it is hard to imagine a leader at any level of an
enterprise whose capabilities will not be enhanced by studying this book." --from the Preface by Dr. Michael Hammer
The Good Book on Leadership Nov 22 2021 The Bible is replete with leaders̶the good, the bad, and the ugly̶and they all
have a lesson to teach. However, a closer examination of these personalities reveals much about the character of leadership.
The Good Book on Leadership examines these leaders on a case-by-case basis to unveil the biblical models for leadership.

These models apply not just to pastors but also to business, sports, overnment, and even the military. God s Word provides
us with what we need to know̶for any situation̶to provide godly leadership and guidance.
The Anatomy of a Biblical Leader Aug 08 2020 When we think of leadership today, we have too many examples of the
type of leadership the Pharisees practiced, and few examples of the type of leadership Paul explains in 1 Thessalonians
2:1-12. With a careful exegesis and practical application, this book will help you know what kind of character a leader needs.
Some of those characteristics are courage, compassion, and integrity. A study guide is included to help you develop the
biblical character of a leader.
21 Qualities of Leaders in the Bible May 29 2022 Learn leadership qualities from the greatest book ever written, and
become a leader that people want to follow. Where do you turn to learn leadership? Business experts? Management
consultants? Theoreticians? The world of politics? Why not learn from the Bible̶the original leadership book! In this study,
John digs deep into the Bible to teach twenty-one indispensable qualities found in the men and women who led God s
people God s way. These essential traits will help you to lead with integrity in every area of your life. In twenty-one lessons,
John guides you to develop the core qualities all good leaders exhibit. Each lesson includes: THE QUALITY DEFINED: a brief
description and introduction to the Quality CASE STUDIES: three biblical studies̶including leaders such as Joshua, David,
Ruth, Nathan, Esther, Elijah, Stephen, John, Titus, and Jesus̶that reveal and illustrate the Quality STUDY QUESTIONS:
reflection and application questions to help you dig into the stories of the men and women in Scripture and learn from them
LEADERSHIP INSIGHT AND REFLECTION: questions to help you assess and improve your own leadership skills TAKING
ACTION: practical takeaways and direction to help you incorporate the quality from each lesson into your daily life GROUP
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS: questions to help you learn and process the Bible study material with other like-minded people
who want to grow in leadership Leadership is for everyone, because every person who accepts Christ is called to influence
others. And the good news is that everyone can develop the leadership qualities exemplified by the men and women of the
Bible. This workbook has been designed to enhance readers' experience of working through John Maxwell's leadership
materials and is intended both for individual use and for small groups.
Leadership Lessons from the Bible Nov 03 2022 The author combines biblical examples with four decades of leadership
experience to isolate and define the characteristics which make successful leaders.
Niv, Maxwell Leadership Bible, 3rd Edition, Premium Bonded Leather, Burgundy, Comfort Print Jun 25 2019 Bestselling
author John C. Maxwell's signature leadership principles are all straight from the Bible. This 3rd Edition of the Maxwell
Leadership Bible brings those lessons together with the Scriptures, including brand new inspiring content, and a new fullcolor redesign featuring NIV Comfort Print.
How to Build a Healthy Church (Second Edition) Jan 31 2020 A Newly Updated and Rebranded Edition of The Deliberate
Church If churches are the dwelling place of God s Spirit, why are so many built around the strategies of man? Eager for
church growth, leaders can be lured by entertaining new schemes, forgetting to keep doctrinal truth as their driving force.
Churches must find a way out of the maze of programs and methods and humbly lean on the sufficiency of God s Word.
How to Build a Healthy Church, a revised and expanded edition of The Deliberate Church, challenges leaders to evaluate their
motivations for ministry and provides practical examples of healthy, deliberate leadership. Written as a companion handbook
for Nine Marks of a Healthy Church, it covers important topics including membership, worship, responsible evangelism, and
church roles. This is more than a step-by-step plan to mimic; it s a biblical blueprint for pastors, elders, and anyone
committed to the church s vitality.
Seasons of a Leader's Life May 05 2020 Seminary president Jeff Iorg looks at the life of Peter in the Bible to explain and
inspire the seasons in a leader's life: learning, leading, and leaving a legacy.
Maxwell Leadership Bible-NIV Jun 29 2022 The Leadership expert, John Maxwell, brings you an in-depth look at God's laws
for leaders and leadership. God has shown us in the Bible the time-tested and irrefutable principles of leadership. John C.
Maxwell has assembled these biblical teachings to equip and encourage leaders and those who serve with them to meet the
challenges of the 21st century. Features include: Complete NKJV Bible text and translators' notes Book introductions Articles
describing the 21 Laws of Leadership and the 21 Qualities of a Leader Notes throughout the Bible that connect with the
Laws and Qualities Indexes to the 21 Laws of Leadership and the 21 Qualities of a Leader Part of the Signature Series line of
Thomas Nelson Bibles
The Bible on Leadership Jan 25 2022 Millions have been inspired by the Bible s spiritual lessons. Now, Lorin Woolfe
provides a unique way to view the Bible . . . for leadership lessons that can be applied to our modern business world.Consider
David s courage and innovation in slaying Goliath with just a stone and a sling; Moses outstanding ""succession
planning"" in picking Joshua; Joseph and the political skills that brought him to the seat of power; and of course, Jesus
compassion, communication skills, and vision that launched Christianity (a long-term success by any measure).These are
leaders among leaders. Their achievements -- and their inspired methods of achievement -- offer a wholly different
perspective on business leadership. For the dozens of Biblical stories presented, the book provides:* A concise retelling of
each story* One (or more) leadership lessons suggested by each story* Examples of contemporary business leaders who
exhibit some of the inspired traits of these ancient leaders, including: Fred Smith of FedEx, Howard Shultz of Starbucks, Tom
Chappell of Tom s of Maine (a toothpaste with a mission ), Roy Vagelos of Merck, and many more.The chapters cover
these universal topics: Courage * Purpose * Communication * Honesty and Integrity * Power and Influence * Performance
Management * Team Building * Humility * Compassion * Justice * Encouragement and Consequences * Wisdom * Creating
the FutureEach topic concludes with a list of key points to keep in mind as readers continue on their own leadership
journeys.
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